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By 1978 there can be no question that the place of women in ihe academic

world has emerged as a highly significant issue. Research has burgeoned in

response to the stimulus of affirmative action programs, but also becaUse

academic women themselves have begun to examine their condiOon using the

research skills with which they were trained. The large number of studies

A
4

during the last decade relating to women as faculty and administrators has

taken as many directions as there have been disciplines involved. Regrettably,

much of thts work has remained isolatedin the various disconnected discipli-

nary periodicals. Hence it has been ineffectual in providing any summative

assessment of women's roles and experiences in academia. The objectives of

the present study were to prepare a research bibliography (Moore and Wollitzer,

1979) which would:

A
. 1. Include a thorough search of the literature sn academic women

that has appeared since 1970; and

Take stock of that literature in such a way that trends, patterns;

and research paradigms could be distinguished and areas need ng

further attention could be defined.

Perspectives

When a topic spans many disciprines, as this one does, it is often not

1 the topic itself, but rather a disciplinary base which forms the motive of

nquiry. Hence some of the research that was reviewed used aitademic women

as the objeet of ae study, but not as its chief raison d' ette. Breakthroughs

In knowledge are freOuently attributable to such connections between an old

discipline and a ew 'subject area, and women are not the first to benefit

ftom such discipline-based or theoretical approaches. (Kuhn, 1962)
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Looktng at the whole'of the work assembled during the past few years

one 'cannot help sensing the excitement, passjcm and thrill of discovery

that the researCh %represents. Here are hundreds of able, often beginnipg

researchers, mostly women,engaged in an endeavor that can be likened to

the discoveryof a new continent--so little.has previously been known cir

studied about women and.so much assumed. These researchers have-finally

broken with the sil nt conspiracy that- women,are not a fit subject for

scholarly inquiry. And now that the grouncl has bean broken, money is also

coming to finance the research and to implement the findings that flow from

ft. We were encouraged by the number of excellent studies we uncovered.

Far from being a mere "flash in the scholar's pan," the duality and quantity

indicate that research on women will continue to flourish.

Methods

The total bibliography We developed included seven topic chapters

categorized according to the various roles women hold in hi her education

from student through faculty member and administrator. For purposes of

this presentation, we have limited ourselves to two roles: faculty and

admtnistrator. Within these categories, the research was organized accord-

ing to concepts or research areas derived largely from an inspection of

the.research itself. That is we imiPosed no abstract categories within the

chapters, but rather attempted to reflect the groupings that occurred

naturally.

Oue:crlieria for Inclusion of citat ons were essentiatly-three: th'at

items fit'the above categories at least loosely, qualify asTesearch (although

not necessarily empirical research), and)have a publication date no earlier

than 1970. Dissertations were not- included largely for reasons of inaccessi-

bility and econgmy of effort.

4
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Data SOurce

The identification of sogrces began with an extensive search of the

Educational Resources Information Centir (ERIC) system and the Socia4 SCience

Citation lridex for the period 1970-1978. Leads resulting from the bibliog-

..-

raphies of appropriate items were then pursued. The most recent literature

was searched source by source, proceeding essentially from the authors'

knowledge of and familiarity with appropr, ate sources', and the senior.author.'s

previous research on academic women.

Over 450 separate entries are included in the bibliography as:a whole,

with approximately ZOO involving women as faculty'or adMinistrators. We do

not consider this number to be the uniwrse of articles. The bibliographer s

nightmare Is not sithply failing to find newly pUblished articles but ais-

covering that older ones were overlooked. What follows is a selective

analysis of the research entries contained in the Bibliograp'ef.

Discussion: Women Facu ty

Faculty women have been the object of scrutiny ever since the first

ones were hired in the nineteenth century, but serious study has been a

recent and growing phenomenon. One has only tp recall that Jessie Bernard's

seminal work Academic *men, was publish-d in 1964. Even so in 1e relatively

brief time since then the difference in perspective ixhibited by recent works

is quite striking. The.driving motive for much of the 1970's research is'one

whi.ch was handled only Indirectly, even indiffereritly by Bernard in 1964

* dfscrimtnatIon.. The earlier works intiariably started from a presumption,

acknsOwl'edged or silent, that there are inherent differences between women ,

and men, while the studies of the current decade start from a presumption

of equality. By beginning with different presumOtions, different conclusions-



are often reachia concerning similar phenomena. For instance, in discussing

.the differences in rank and salary, Bernard did not view them as prima facie

evidence of prejudicial treatment; rather she sought to explakn:why such

differences existed based on the differences in the lifestyles, vajuet and

experiences of her sample of acitcWilic women. Today, studies are likely to
.1 t

attribute the differences in tank and salary to discriminailon, meaning.unjust
St,

or prejudicial differentiation. In a certain way, Joan Abramson's book, The

inv4sible Women,-11975) is fhe classic 1970s respons to the studiis of the

1960s. Her atitobiographical case study of the'denial of tenure to her at

the University of Hawaii is a vivid description of how sex diicrimination

works in academe.

This perception of discrimination so predominates most'of the research

"'we reviewed for the 1970s, hat the majority of studies can be categorized

under it We discerned two principal types of such studies: descriptive (or

demographic) and explanatory. The descriptive studies consisted essentially

'),tt

of two types. The first are expository pieces which deal with.the general

nature and scope ordiscrimination. These studres take as their question:

Is there discrimination against women as faculty? If so, in what way? The'

large number of studies which were generated in response to the demands of

affirmative action policies at specific institutions fall into this category

si.nce they were specifically designed to.answer that 'question. (These

.studies are contained in'a separate section of the Bibliography.) There are

also stticiles of national scope,-iuch as Astin and Bayer ( 972, 1975),'Farber

(1977), Johnson and Stafford (1974), Peters (1974), that attempt to describe

status of faculty vkimen-in relation to their male colleagues, taking into

accdunt differences by institution, rank, tenure and other variables such as



` opert-time/full-iime statut. Separate studies are elso available which focus

4 % A

,on only one or two aspects suckas emirt-tilme, full-time (Flanders, 1976),

,frtnge befiefits differentials (Bernstein and Williams,: 1974); participation
%

In governance,'(Milon and Gemmill, 1976); saleries (Koch and Chizmar, 1976).

Another major group are the status reports by discipline, (e.g. Farber, 1977;

Deutrich,-1975; FleIds,.1974; Green, 1976;-Hughes,1973, etc.) or other

professional associations such as the AAUP (Mackay, 1970;' Gray, 1976)% NEA

(1971), or AAUW.(Oltmen, 1970; Howard, 1978). (See also Freemant B. F, 1977).

cepresentation across the disciplinary.spectrum is fairly complete. In

general, the statistical presentatiOn'in rhost pieces is good, but overali

quality is uneven. Many of these studies are currently being doneon a

time-phased (annually or biennially) basis and may constitute a base frOm

.0
-which subsequent longitudinal studte can be done.

Longi.tudi-nal analyses as such are quite rare. Data

salaries, rank, and tenure,ratios back to the 1930s, but

are av'ailable on

to our knowledge,

with the exceptiqn of two studies of Minnesota faculty women (Eckert ind

Stecklein, 1959; Eckert, 1571) and-tp some extent the work of Astin c;nd

Bayer (1972,41975), lit t

S.

e has been done in, this area whether, or not dis-

4

crimination Is a central qqestion in the research. We simply know very

<

little about academic women over time. In this regard, a vital role,can

INe_played by historical ana ysis, which we ill address 41 a following

section.

"X.rning.to °tiler 6scrii;tive studies .of discrimination, there is a

fruitful area to 6e. developed concerning the international-dimension. We

located three 'articles dealing with the British iftuation (Mastermen, 1974;

Rendel, 1975; Blackstone and Fulton, 1974). By nay there is undoubtedly

research pertaining to other countries, end there ought.to be comparative
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studies between countries and'dliciplines, but we did npt find.them

144 have labeled the second.geoup of studies aescribing discrimination,

"strategies and measurements". 'The works in this group range from:suggested

methods for determining the level and intensity of discriminatory p*ractices

on campus,te.g, Bergman and Maxfield, 1975;"Greenfield,1977; Keegan and

Maynard, 1974)to strategies. for *roving women's status (Kimmel, on,

Peden and Sloan, 1975). There are a few studies which focus on the Impact

of lawsuits and other legal action,(e.g. Clark, 1977; Fields, 1977, 1971).

A particularly detailed study has been done by Theodore, "Academic ilomen

In Protest", (1973) which analyzes the protest cases of 65 faculty women.

Collective bargaining is examined In several studies, eadhptak^ing as their

,point of view the utilityt'f collective bergaining in correcting discrimina-

tion.against women (Lussier, 1976; Retiben and Hoffman, 1975; Sandie 4974;

Schmeller, 1973 Smith, 1973). The importance of the department in faculty

matters is well-documented 6y other studies not dealing with women, but only

4 4'

one entry in this group (Wasserman, Lewin, and Bleiw'eis, 1975) focuses on

departmental rather than general institutional conditions that promote or

discourage discrimination.

In general the research we reviewed regarding both descriptive and'

streptegic-aspects of 'discrimination tended to produce similar conclusions.

Faculty women's mobility, promotion rates, salaries, access to research

_and opportunity networks, ere all subject to discrimination in relation to
,,

men. Until as recently as 1970 sucil dtscrimination was an open and widely

accepted -if' not expressly endorsed, practice: Since 1970 discrim4nation

on the basis of sex, it is fairest to say, is becoming increasingly illegaNr.

But these studies also point out that voch discrimination as exists is part

of a complex, subtle, and often el curtous sOcial structure which is
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Institutional higher education in the 1970s(Lester 1974):

it is also ttear from our revkew of these,demographic and strategic

studies, especially when heeding the tone of many,,of the pieces, that the

authors of,en believed that f they described and documented discrimlnation

Against faculty women, discrimination ibself would wither away. It Aas-not.

As many of the most,recent studies affirm, notabLy those by the MCES, AAUP

and AAUW, discrimination against faculty women persists, and strategies

. s .

iesigned to combat it have tOus far not brought much measurable change.

.
.

,

We come now to the second resetarch question: Why is there discrimination,

4.
. f' .

, .

against women? Mow,does it work? The etudies we,found dealingwith -ris
N.

question are iome of the MaSt provocati-e and penetrating. Many of the

studies in ehis category compare 'women and men (tacitly or overt y) on what

we have called traits, states, productiyity and succeis, .The producti,saty-

and success elements refer -to the usual sci;olarly measures:' productivity,

promotion and tttnure. The term, "thsits" refers broadly to ascribed attieudes

and values and to "characteristic" experiences of women academics that may

relate to differences in success, productivity or other measures of perform-

ance. "States" refers to attributes or conditions such as age, rice, dis-

ciplinary training, employment at a high or 'Iow prestige institution- variables

,that may. lso relate to differential success, productivity and other academic

behaviors.

The majority of the research in this section has focused on the question,

Are women equally productive, less productive or more productive than men?

The'productivity studies themselves report conflicting findings. Research

by Astin and Sayer (1972, 1975) has tended to find that women'facuity (they

focused on the sciences) are as productive as men and that certa4n, subsets of

9
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facu!.ty women

(Groth, 1975;

producttvw.

are more productive than their counterpart men: Other scholars

Mamovitch ind Morgenstern, 1977) halie foand women to be less'

A related question is: Arcacademit rewards tied to r,,ciuctivity?

for example, Ferber and Loeb (1971 1973) examined correlates,of producti-

vity and reward among male and femal'essociologists while Harlan et al. (1974)

carried oUt a simIlar inquiry for.psychologists. In one way or another,

these studlei'are all dealing with the propotsition that lf,women seem,to be

discriminated against, it is because they are \less produCtive, and since

rewards are tied.to productivitylt is understandable 'that women are not
.

paid as much it men. At this time the proposition has neither been confirmed-
.

?r denied because no ccmprehensive examination of the question has been con-

. .

ducted across-disciplines and w th sufficient controls to really get at thp

I

substance.

sift ihe productiVity and rtard studies indicate, however, 'the comparison

of faulty men and women pushes our understanding beyond descriptiOn toward

true analysis. Helen,farmer's article, "Why Women Contribute Less to the
s

Arts. Sciences, and Humanities," (1976) summarizes many of the variables other

researchers haye been using io explain or predict,differences. Her list In

cludes, self-esieem, fear of succes,s, vicarious achievement ethic, home-
.

career conflict work-discrimination beliefs, sex-role orientation, risk-

taking behavior, social structure and perception of parents. With the

addition of variable, relating to child-bearing anci rearing, this would com-

prise a fairly complete list of the variables used in comparative studies--

the combinations employed by each researcher being left to hiS OT her

1ndividuat conceptual frameworks originality and creativity. (Hamovitch

and Morgenstern, 1977; Liss, 1975)

10
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In short, the effort of these comparative itudies that sets them apart

from th descriptive seudies discussed eerlier is that the latter studies

usually strive to determine one of two things: (a) are the differences sig
4-

alficant? and (b) what do the differences mean? For examp a central
4

argument, Otvelopi in this wegory has to do with whether or not differ-
.

ences in research productivity,between men and women,are che resu4t of

differences in values or preferred kinds of academic work or whether the

differenCes are the resUlt of some structured or coercive cdndit4ons. Th.is

debate has many dimensions. One of the m6st interesting is* being e plored

by'some Br tish academics (Blackstone and Fulton, 1974; Masterman, 1974).

In this instance the researchers examined the,same data, but arroi d at

different conclusions. This is a common occiirence in research. Whit is

interesting however, is,that the debate has now become a critique of.the

methodology and of the val es implicit in the methodology by whi.ch women's

prod,Ctivity and rewards are measured against men's.

Such debate stems from a far larger and more probing conceptual analysis

that has emerged from feminist scholarship in the disciplines. it conce )s

the natuee of the 'values embod in.the disciplines themslves. Feminist

scholars argue that Most research knowledge in the social sciences has

*developed from an examination of man anil male behav This man-centeredness

has biased the
\

knowledge-base of the disciplines themselves. In "Patriarchy
-

as Paradigm", liws (1973) examines the value orrantations of psychology

towards maleS and females.as subjects in research. She extends the inquiry

into the development of psychology-as a field and then to the differential

treatment of faculty psychologists by sex. Similar ahalyses have been or

.are currently being carried out in other disciplines. These epistemological

inquiries have specific imp14ca ions not,9nly for how research on academic

ii
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women Is conducted but what is studied. Mostermen/s study a case

point of irw a different perspe tive toward'academic women brings ab;i3ut a

change in the perceived "givenst/of academic standards against which both .

A

men and women are judged. (See also,Steele and Greem 1976)

Another,resiarther who has focused on 6e-a3ternate values held by

academic women is Tidball (1973k 1974, 1976). Her studies of the,edUcational

backgrounds of successful women and her exa loatidns of Iaculty-att tucas

toward teaching lead her to conclusions about the vonsuppostive nature of many

,g
colleges:towards women faculty and seudents and the a ffgrences in.values involved.

Findings concerningt the d ffering value orientations of men and women

faculty have provoked several researchers to examine the socialization pr cesses

by which graduate students become faculty, -Among these Wiles and 'wiles ()9761.

provide a useful conceptual framework. Studies of-women graduate students

comprises a section of the Bibliography which for,reasons of brevity will not

be discussed here. But the issue of for ai and informal socialization has

been seized upoo by a number of researchers as crucial to any 'exPlanation of

the experience of women faculty (Epstein, 1970).

Another important conceptual root of thi.s concern for soc aliza n has

,

to do with achievement motrvation. By now most relea chers on women a're

familiar with Horner's (1969) controversial but nevertheless seminal work un
1

"fear of success". Most of the achievement literature has focused on women

students which will not be discussed here and on women' administrators which

will be discussed in a later section

('

.

The most interesting and provocative s udies deaiing with suc ess and

successful faculty women leads to discussions of profetsional end peer inter -

actions and networks (Pinson and Caffrey, 1976) For the Aost part Ahis line'

of inquiry is only just coming to be a topics of systemmbtic'study..' Previously.
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it was part of the folk wisdom", especially in the sciences, about how

successful researchers succeed. Biographical and quasi-biographical sources

such as the famouls book, The Double Helix have provided powerful leads into

this aspect of faculty culture (Knudsin, 1973; Theodore, 1971). A feminist

t;wist" On the topic derives from. the ;Jork of Tidball, Astin and others which

suggests that women studehts and fatuity are most 1 keiy to succeed if they

Interact ith and have av ilable as role models, Other women facultY (Tidball,

1973).

. In conclusion, it Is irpportant to posnr out where these studies of

faculty women are, tending and perhaps where they need,to go. The descript ve

and strategic studies have loid out the basic terralne in whiCh faculty

women find themselves. That discrimination is a present and pervausive force

is a cons's Jot finding, .But it is.also clear that both the sources and the

effects of discrimination are complex. As to its causes, research points m

structural as well as human factors pertaining to both men and women. A

clear by-Product of thest, studie is that higher education as an institution

is better illumin d.

But most Important of iii, these studies are,documentary proof of a pro-

found shift in perspective reg4rding academIc women. It is a shift away from
A
A a

4.1
.

a presumption of differences toward a presumption of equal ty. This change

in.point of vieW. is leading to far more sophisticated examinations of schol-

arly behavior including produc ivity, rewards and peer interactions. But

beydnd that, research in the 1980s is likely to probe much more deeplY into

tPte verY fOundations of.knowing and knowledge-miking. Already virtually

. every discipline has' had to examine its basic. premises with regard to women

as a subject of study as well as with reference to women as the knowledge-

beai*ers and knowledge-creators. The choice 1;efore,each disoiplihe-in the '80s

*1 ,
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is now to shape tliitr.particular search for truth. Central to this issue

Is 1%ow women will be treated. Particularly important avenues of research

are those &Ailing with the structure and politics of the r search activity

itself. That is, howsideas are developed:fundee snd disseminated; how

the informal social networ-s among which ideas and stholars circulate

actually function. Only by studying the constraints women i'esearchers

encounter as '!outsiders" to this system has there been any effort to reform

access routes for'the mutual benefit of men and women scholars alike.

Diecussiont/ *men Administrators

Women administrators is an area of resParch that remains largely

wexplored. Little is actually known; though much Is presumed, about

women's behavior in positions of academiC leadership and responsibility.

Certainly the operant assumption has been that there are differences and

that they reflect pegatively upon women. It must also be acknowledged

that the number 44 women holding sUch positions has been few, and they

have been closely confined to a small number of positions an'd a narrow

group of institutions. ifrnce the opportunity to study women administ ators

in-numbers and contexts similar to men has not been and still is not available.

This -dramatically reflected in the small' number of studies we were able

to find. In the women faculty'section we reviewed nearly 200 studies; in'

the idmintstrator section we had less than O. Thus the remarks bilow often

reflect the work cqntained in only one or two studies per topic Covered.

in the studies,of faculty women, the central issue in the research

on women, administrators in the 1970s is discrimination. Both desceip,tive

ancranalytic approaches are used. KaufmanK's research for the Chronicle of

.Fil'Es_l_iucation (1970) provides a basIc status report for the beginning oi

1 4
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the decade with regard to simple position data. Most of ,the other descrip

tive studies focus on compensation (Magarrell, 1975). The major study was

conducted by Van Alstyne et al. for the College and University Personnel

Association in 1977. Over 2700 institutions were included. Overall-the

findings confi med that administrative employment patt rns vary substantially

by sex and race, and that salary differentials are more consistently related

to sex than to race. This landmark study will p ovide the baseline for

subsequent comparative and long tudinal research.

Two other studies deserve mention in this context not so much for what

they contain, although that also is interesting, but for what they portend

in terms of future avenues of research. Jacquelyn Mattfeld's piece, "Many

Are Called, Bin Few Are Chosen" (1972) is now a pungent description of how

women administrators fair in the "courteousiy resistant" Ivy League. It

is also one of the important papers presented at the now "famous" 55th

Annual Meet ng of the American Council on Education. We say "famous" because

it became known as 'the conference to which no men came. The th'eme was

women in higher education. Mattfeld's piece sliggests that very little

known about how certain groups -of institdtions'are behaving toward women.

Most of the data are aggregated nationally or in some cases by state or

professional association. There is not very much research on various sub-'

groups of institutions. Arter's work (1973) on the state.universities and

landgrant colleges and Pfiffner's work (1975) on women administrators i.

California community college's are two prototypes of the sort of research

that woui4 be helpful.

The second prototype study is Mattes and Watkins' (1973) Icomparative

research on women and men administrators in schools of education. We

located very few descriptions much less analyses of the workings of



Institutions through such structures as.the college or school. Joan

Abramson's book, The InvisiOe Wbmen is an excellent exception,for although

it'focused on the plight of a woman 'faculty member, it says a great deal

about how administrators functioned at one institution.

Paralleling another kind of research on faculty women is,Reeves' (1975)

"Analysis of Job. Satisfaction". The study suggests as did similar research

on faculty that women derive different kinds of satisfactions from their

work than .men do, whieh leads to the potential conclusion that men and women

may choose to value different things.

The concepts of sex-rOle and role socialiiation as related to various

personal characteristics is the subject of studies by Arter (1973), Epstein

(1970) and Horner (1971). Regrettably, Epstein's bool, Wbman's Place, deals
.074,

with woman as administrators only indirectly, while-the other two are narrow

in other ways. Researcn on women In specific roles, namely president and

trustee are represented by two studies Th4rston (1975) conducted &survey

of women presidents in two-year colleges, but it is largely suggest ve rather

than analytic. Harnett's (1970) research on the pew college trustee,draws

on data gathered iv 1969 on 5,000 trustees, some of whom were women. But

again the work tantalizes more than it satisfies--and 'it is onlyton study

where it wopld be desirable to have a dozen. Much more can and need4 to be

done with regard to role concepts and their relevance for women, in 1 adership

positions.

Wbmen as leaders Is a general topic which has been addrejsed during

this,decade. "However, much of the work is not. empirical. For example,

Gordon and Ball's (1977) article on survival dynamics is aniexpcisitory

piece which'suggests what is needed for women to succeed in higher education
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administration but the suggestions are neither derived from empirical

findings nor are they tested. This is not to put,down "pragmeti commen-

tory but simply to suggest where the next wave ofsresearch could 'begin.

The majoilty of the leadership literature is often a combination of

description and prescription. For instanceA, study"by Kaye and Scheele'

(1975).surveyed the 60.-odd programs designed to develop women's leadersh p

potential while Oster (1975) provided a participant's observations concerning

the Claremont women administrators progreml' Haines and Penny (973) and

Moore (1976) are proceedings from conferences dealing with various aspects

of leadership. Sandmeyer et al. describes'an actual program thaecan be

conducted in order tqiidevelop leadership skills. All of these works included

recommendations for future action In sUpport of women.

Work on sponsored mobility, wh-ich developed in part from leadership

studies, is likely V) prove a new, rich-area of research in the 1980s.

Touchton and Shavlik (1978) point to the importance ofmentoring in their

ditcussion of Ways to improve access'm top administratiVe posts. Shapiro,

Haseitine and Rowe. (1978) take a more theoretical approach, positing a

continuum of advisory support relationships from role model through patron

and'sponsor.

Apart from Tutner's (1960) pioneer work on sponsored and contest

mobility, the roots of many of the concepts employed in leadersh p research

comes out of the managemvit and complex.organization,literature. Research

on women administrators in the future will likely build more heavily upon

the frameworks this literature provides.' (WilliaMs, Oliver and Gerrard, 1977)

A work which tissieadership/management literature to a.structural

analysis of an organization is _Kanter's Men and Women/Of the Col.poration.(1578).
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Althousiph the book focuses on n industrial corperation, the insighs and

-analyses it prsent conc4rn1ng organizational behavior at the top

direct theoretical and also pragmatic links to behavior at-the top o

higher education organizations, especially multi-universities, state

systems organizations and the like. Moreover, the book proceeds from the

same ineellectual position as does much of the reseirch already discussed

here. A 'central question of Men and Women of the Corporation is "Why is

there differential treatment by sex (and race), and how does it operate

\e,eate the organizational strata we observe?" Kanter poses three theore

constructs concerning power, opportunity, andsexiratios. Under these

three constructrKanter deals cogently with-concepts such as mentoring, .

tokrilm, and how the structure of an organization can create or deny

opporiunity and power-to individuals and groups.

The need vat observed in our analysis .of the research on faculty women

for structural analysis is,echoed again in the work ori women adminiAgrators.

The descrkptive studies-provide an overview, but the iesearth of the 1980s

mUst find.ways *into the phenomena described, and it should procetd from

'tonteptual frameworks such as that.provided by-Kanter. If twit sorl of

research can be,mounted our knowledge of academic women will have much

greater depth and richness and our understanding of higher education. will

be improved proportionately. Teo much of the research we reviewed foCused

on traits and states, while very little has been done to analyze the structure(s)

within which higher education okrates. In short, full stale research on women

as academic administrators remains to be done. Until it is, knowledge of such

women must be inferred from -other types of settings and other forms of nesearch.

Finally, another avenue of research on women administrators relates to

the specific roles they have held and thein tont ibution over time. In



reviewing rAsearch of this decade and before, we were Struck by the lack

of studtes of specific women leaders. There are very few studies of

individual women presidents, deans or other top level women: The best
Au.

researched area is 1n student personnel having to do with deans of women.

Feminist historians generally in this decade have spoken oot about the

invisibility of rien In history. The history of-higher education is no

less lacking. Hiorical treatments of women in higher education as'

-leaders ior 61,other roles as students or faculty are rare. There are a
,

good number of disdertations, particularly recently, which suggests work

is being done but little has surfaced'in published arenas (Goerss,.; 1977).
4

In a certain respect Bernard's Academic Wbmen (1964) is a historitat\study.

In anotherdecade rt may become a primary historical document. Wock by

Burstyn (1?73), tonway ()974), 1.;raham 0974) nd a few others is developing

our general historical analysis of women, While work by Frahkfort'(1977)

'Welter (1976) and others has probed more deeply into women's experience of

higher education as students, faculty and

work needsto be done and more already In

/
administrators. More historical

dissertation form deserves'to be

published.

This brings us to a comment oh the publishing of researCh or,women

which as bibliographers we feel uniquely able to make. Although we did not

Include unpublished works in this

works-are the tip of an iceberg.

of resAarch on 'women that has not

analysis, it is tie* that the published

There issAand has been quite a large body
#

been pubshed. 'here are many reasons

.for this some,of which "more themselves been rwerched. For inSta e,

several studies havt probed the issue of sex bias in publishing and eviewing

(Moore, M., 1978). As a result, some journa s have switched to blind views

with the result thatthe rate of publication of womens research has inkeased .
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This points at a two-fold problem. First, women as researchers appear not

to be getting their work published irrespective of topic. Second,'retiarch

which takes *omen as its topic is also not being published. One solution

'to the former problom has been the blihd review; solution to the second has

been the creation of several'new journals and numerous newsletters. Of

special note art twa new journalsi

0clety,and Sex 'Roles. While the creation of new jourhals is a common

'occurance in academia when new.fields of knowledge develop, It is lso true
A

that journals about women deliberately address the additional issues of dis-

criminAtion against women is resetrchers as well as the topic of research.

Finally, we would be remiss if we did not* point put that several established

;

journals and periodicals have contributed substantially to Ethe publication

I =

of the research we reviewed. This Incitudes, rather understandably, The

Journal of theAational Assocfation of Wbmen Deans, Administrators and

Counselors4whichas published special issues.is well as continuing articles.
,

in additionScilence:,-the Educatiohal Record, the American Sziklia.L.st,- the

journal of Higher Education, Change,, the American Economic Review, the AAuP

Bulletin and the Chronicle of'Highr Education, all have published three or

more major pieces on academic womb during the decade under review.

ConClusion

Despite a dramatic.in6.ease in both the quantity and- the quality of

research on academic women'in the period covered:by this bibliography,

additional. end better concoptualiFed research remains a pressing heed. Taken

as,. whale
1-
the'research affords a self-conscious assessment of how well women

\ 31,

',tad collegiate institutions are'doing in their renewed effort to equalize the'

educational opportunities and advantages upon wilich'so much of our American
$

2



career end social. structure Is kinged. An overview of the findings

suggests new directions for research: '1

A.

1. We nied to understand more fully the way in wh eh the structure

of hi her education ffects the development of women in their

various roles as students, schcilars and administrators. This

should include analysis of the 'dynamics between institutional

structure and the individual woman and its effect on values,

attitudes and behaviors.

2. A greater emphasis on analytii and evaluative as'opposed to

descriptiie research is nieded. More attention Must be given

to the effects of various programmatic attemp t providing

equity, and to evaluations of the outcomes for the institution

and the individual. Palliative 4s opposed to effective efforts.

need to be identified and r formed.

Further exploration of the development Of inteflect as it

relates to women must be undertaken. 'We need to understand how -

higher education as a 'system both erpetuates and also frustrates

(or screens) the development of ideas, and how these functions-

relate to higher education's role as -a major access route to

society's occupational strlicture. These interconnections are

not well studied but woven's desire for access to both idea-

making within academia and to occupations outside it provide

Impetus for such studies.
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Sesed on this-review of the nature and content of research on women

as Lculty and admin'strators in this decade in American higher education,

it stems clear to us that we stand at a Watershed. Academic research can

move steadily ahead toward a more holistic view of the world which includes

men and women :wally, or it can drop back to a plateau of intellectuil

guerilla werfari'about what is *worth knowing and whols worthrOf knowing

it. Theschoice is in our hands.
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